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As the concept of an ‘agent’ becomes more popular, so the variety of programming languages based upon this concept
increases. Theseagent-basedprogramming languages range from minimal extensions of JAVA through to logic-based
languages for ‘intelligent’ agents (Bordini et al. (2005a)). In our work, we are particularly concerned (at least initially)
with approaches based onrational agent theories, primarily theBDI theorydeveloped by Rao and Georgeff (1995). Such
languages not only incorporate the autonomous behaviour required for the agent concept, but also provide sophisticated
mechanisms for instigating, controlling, and reasoning about such behaviours.

Though programming languages based on the BDI approach (letus call theseBDI languages) are increasingly popular,
there are several problems, for example:

1. there aretoomany languages;

2. many of the languages are similar, yet subtly different – this makes it difficult for developers to learn more than one
language, as they are not based on agreed notions/definitions; further, such differences make it difficult to identify
precisely the general mechanisms and to transfer new techniques between languages; and

3. in spite of the fact that many BDI languages have logical semantics and utilise logical mechanisms, formal verifica-
tion tools are rare.

This last aspect is particularly important, since BDI approaches are increasingly used in complex, critical applications such
as space exploration (Muscettola et al. (1998); Clancey et al. (2003); Sierhuis (2006)).

In our work1 we are attempting to design an intermediate language (called AIL– Agent Infrastructure Layer) for BDI-
style programming languages. There are several motivations for this, including:

• providing a common semantic basis for a number of BDI languages, thus clarifying issues and aiding further pro-
gramming language development;

• supporting formal verification by developing amodel-checkeroptimised for checking AIL programs – existing BDI
languages can have compilers for AIL so as to take advantage of its associated model-checker; and

• providing, potentially, a high-level virtual machine for efficient and portable implementation.

Rather than attempting to cover all BDI languages from the start, we have initially tackled some of the most popular.
Thus, we have principally referred to the variant of AgentSpeak (Rao (1996)) used inJason(Bordini et al. (2005b)) and
3APL (Dastani et al. (2005)) when designing the semantics for the AIL, but have also taken Jadex (Pokahr et al. (2005))
and (Concurrent) METATEM (Fisher (2005)) into account.

The current design for AIL, in the form of an extensive operational semantics, can be found in Dennis (2007) and
a discussion in Dennis et al. (2007). In order to model a particular language in AIL it will be necessary to create an
AIL compiler for that language. Sometimes it will prove possible to map only fragments of a given language into AIL.
Our expectation is that large and useful fragments of most BDI-style agent programming languages will be translatable.
In order to accommodate the main features of the primary BDI languages, AIL has some components with overlapping
functionality.

In order to provide this semantics we needed to characterisethe shared concepts of beliefs, goals, actions, and plans
as well as accounting for common variations such as the use ofevents and deed stacks. Thus, our semantics develops a
complex data structure to represent intentions associating events (which include outstanding goals) with stacks of deeds
(which include belief updates) to be performed. A generalised notion of a plan is developed to operate on this data structure
which captures many of the notions of plans available in the literature.

We have designed AIL aiming, in future work, not only to be able to accommodate a variety of languages but also
to account for future developments of the existing languages. For example, most languages currently concentrate on
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individual agents, so it is likely that those languages willbe extended to include constructs to support the social level of
multi-agent systems, particularly the notion of “organisations”. AIL is therefore being designed with simple constructs
which allow it to model many of the most obvious developmentsin this area. AIL’s social organisations are currently based
on METATEM’s groups which flexibly allow the concepts of organisationand role to be captured (Fisher and Kakoudakis
(1999)). The treatment of groups of agents as agents in theirown right also provides a natural mechanism for introducing
concepts of modularity into agent programs.

In the short term, planned work revolves around the implementation of AIL (in JAVA ) and the provision of compilers for,
at least, significant fragments of AgentSpeak and 3APL. In the longer term, the correctness of these compilers needs to be
addressed and verification tools for AIL developed. In particular, we aim to use and extend the JPF model-checker (Visser
et al. (2000)) so that AIL classes are treated as internal classes of JPF which should provide for efficient verification of
agent programs written in various BDI languages.
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